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As more and more organisations review the use cases for the adoption of cloud hosted Windows 
desktops, through services such as Microsoft Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD), the more we see 
adoption of this technology. 

Delivering domain joined Windows 10 desktops direct from Azure to your users brings many benefits 
and our customers are enjoying the flexibility and improved remote working capability this brings to 
their organisations. With numerous application deployment options, users can access their required 
applications whilst IT retain control of the data their remote and office-based user access.
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Keeping users working and enabling new staff to be operational quickly is key today and this is 
where the Phoenix WVD Essentials Managed Service comes in. Through WVD, Microsoft provide the 
building blocks to run desktops on Azure, but it’s the customers responsibility to build and maintain 
that desktop environment. Phoenix has deployed WVD for many customers and they can all testify 
that implementing and configuring WVD is a specialist job with detailed knowledge of Azure, 
PowerShell and networking required as well as image management and app deployment expertise.

The Phoenix WVD Essentials Managed Service provides a low-cost solution to ensure that your 
WVD environment is always correctly configured, optimised and importantly running in the most 
cost-effective way possible on Azure. With access to Azure and desktop consultants 24x7x365 when 
needed, our team monitor and manage your WVD environment to ensure that it’s not only operating as 
it should and your users have access, but we also optimise it on your behalf. Our proactive optimisation 
covers Azure infrastructure and networking, Azure cost optimisation and right-sizing as well as 
Windows image management and patching, meaning you don’t have to do this tiresome stuff!

Keep Staff Working and Costs  
in Check
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With scheduled service reviews to go through your environment and 24/7 access to our management 
systems and service desk, you too can gain the insights we do into your environment to help you plan 
your future strategy for delivering applications and desktops to your employees.

Given the fast-paced updates made by Microsoft to their WVD platform, Phoenix will ensure your 
organisation is taking advantage of the most up-to-date features and releases such as Teams 
optimisation and improved management capability

In it Together

Talk to us today

To find out how we can assist your organisation 
with our Windows Virtual Desktop Essentials 
Managed Service get in touch with a member of 
the Phoenix Team today on 

01904 562200

hello@phoenixs.co.uk
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True Partnerships. 
Remarkable Outcomes.
By using IT, we believe that we can enable UK Public Sector organisations 
to innovate, transform and deliver smart connected services to staff, 
citizens, patients, tenants and students.

We do this by understanding the individual goals of each and every 
organisation that we work with to help them modernise their workplace by 
harnessing the power of cloud, data, AI, security and collaboration tools.
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